Save your money and time with us

INTRODUCTION

DrilLife is an innovative international oil and gas industry
company working in the fields of oil services, oil and gas
equipment, and drilling equipment. The company utilizes
the very latest developments and achievements in the
field, enabling the implementation of the complete cycle
of operations from exploration to actual oil and gas
extraction with high efficiency in the shortest time.

The Company’s enterprises carry out their
activities in those areas of the world that are rich
with oil and gas.
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PARTNERS
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DRILLIFE GROUP

DRILLIFE GEO is an engineering and geophysical services
company providing ground remote sensing services via airborne
surveying performed by proprietary multispectral scanning
equipment. The Company also has at its disposal all the
equipment necessary for 2D, 3D, and 3C seismic data acquisition.
DRILLIFE MP is a leading company in the manufacturing of oil
and gas and drilling equipment. The company applies modern
technologies and has high production capacity. Oil and gas field
and drilling equipment bearing the factory logo is well-known
to oil and gas production and oilfield services companies all over
the world.

DRILLIFE TDS is an oil services company providing a wide range
of modern drilling services typical for its field. DRILLIFE TDS
applies optimizing technologies in the context of industrial safety,
environmental protection and operating efficiency. It constructs
exploration, appraisal, and production wells, drilling of horizontal
and low-angle wells. It also implements new technologies and
provides engineering support of well drilling developing as well
as testing of production and appraisal wells.
DRILLIFE MAX is a services company specializing in well squeeze/
isolation and workover operation, as well as packer services and
cementing of technical columns and production strings. It has a
packer service shop.
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STRUCTURE

DRILLIFE
Email: info@drillife.com
Tel: +971 2 650 15 55

DRILLIFE RUSSIA

DRILLIFE CHINA

DRILLIFE KAZAKHSTAN

Email: russia@drillife.com
Tel: +749 5 668 57 31

Email: china@drillife.com
Tel: +861 05 695 53 19

Email: kazakhstan@drillife.com
Tel: +771 7 272 77 14

DRILLIFE ETHIOPIA

DRILLIFE MONGOLIA

Email: ethiopia@drillife.com
Tel: +251 464 78 11

Email: mongolia@drillife.com
Tel: +976 7 610 92 28
www.drillife.com
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BUSINESS GEOGRAPHY

Today the international company DrilLife is
operating in 6 countries: U.A.E., China, Russia,
Mongolia, Ethiopia and Kazakhstan. Together with
its partners in these countries DrilLife is bringing
into life joint projects. The managing team of the
Company is holding business negotiations on
cooperation with oil companies in such countries
as Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, Iran, Algeria, Qatar,
Oman and Egypt.
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COMPANY’S STRATEGY

Today DrilLife provides such services as geochemistry, seismic
sensing for hydrocarbon exploration, drilling of oil and gas wells,
cementing of wells, and packer service, as well as manufacturing
drilling equipment and equipment for the oil and gas industry.
The near future will see diversification of our professional services.
DrilLife is certainly not idle. The Company constantly employs
new modern technologies, while its production line of equipment
is growing wider. The strategic plan of the Company includes
modernization of the necessary equipment. It also calls for
collaborative projects with the global oil giants in realizing different
types of work, as well as exchanging and sharing the professional
experience of experts.
Another strategic task of the Company is geographical expansion 		
of its activity. Today DrilLife works in six countries, a figure that will
be doubled in near future.
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DRILLIFE TDS
Our strength lies in stability
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OUR BUSINESS

Oil and Gas Well Drilling
DRILLIFE TDS is an innovative international company
providing multi-purpose drilling services of various
complexity oil and gas wells up to 7000 meters in depth.
Company personnel are highly qualified and experienced
in solving a wide range of well construction engineering
and technical tasks. The Company’s drilling equipment
comprises drilling rigs of the last generation with a load
capacity of 125 to 450 tonnes.
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OUR BUSINESS

Services
• Construction of exploration, exploratory, appraisal,
and development wells
• Drilling of horizontal and low-angle wells
• Oil drilling on the balance and depression
• Development of appraisal and production wells
• Sidetracking from drilled and cased wells
• Application of new technologies and engineering
support of well drilling operations
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OUR BUSINESS

Technologies
• Application of controlled directional and horizontal well
drilling technologies, using up-to-date telemetry equipment,
and diamond drill bits and tools (rock-destruction), modern
downhole hydraulic motors, and top drive systems
• Application of core recovery tools with maximum core efficiency
• Application of 4-stage well purification systems combined
with developed formula for drilling fluids

initial stage of the developing of grouting mortar mix formula
in accordance with the API standard Application of various 			
well cementing methods contingent on geological conditions
• Drilling of inclined-directional and horizontal wells with
penetration of the producing formation while the differential
pressure is negative
• Well workover services by sidetracking, including multi-tracking

• Application of pit-less drilling methods combined with
modern drilling mud regeneration systems

• Application of drilling methods at the critical absorption intervals
without cementing the absorption/complication zone

• Application of actions improving well casing quality, from the

• Construction of multilateral and horizontally-branched wells
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DRILLIFE MAX
We are the team of professionals
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OUR BUSINESS

Well Cementing and Packer Services
DRILLIFE MAX is an innovative international company
specializing in well squeeze/isolation and workover
operation, as well as packer services and cementing of
technical columns and production strings.
Company personnel is highly qualified and experienced in
solving a wide range engineering and technical tasks in
the sphere of well cementing, and in terms of engineering
support of downhole equipment.
The Company’s manufacturing facilities include cuttingedge cementing fleets equipped with single and double
pump units with automatic feed of grouting mortar.
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OUR BUSINESS

Services

Technologies

• Laboratory tests of downhole solution according
to API standards

• CHANDLER lab test technologies

• Squeeze/isolation and workover operation
• Cementing casing and liners
• Installation of cement bridges
• Supply and engineering support of packers for
hydraulic fracturing operation

• Cement mixing technologies
• Lightweight grouting mortar mixing technologies
• DRILLNET grouting mortar pumping technology
• Hydraulic fracturing with permanent packers
• Engineering support of equipment

• Supply of wellhead equipment for hydraulic
fracturing operations
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DRILLIFE GEO
We can hear the Earth
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OUR BUSINESS

Geochemistry and Seismic Survey
DRILLIFE GEO is an innovative international oil and gas industry
company working in the fields of oil services, oil and gas
equipment, and drilling equipment. The company utilizes the
very latest developments and achievements in the field, enabling
the implementation of the complete cycle of operations from
exploration to actual oil and gas extraction with high efficiency in
the shortest time. The company possesses a unique technology
for remote ground sensing and employs proprietary multi-zone
scanning equipment (of its own making) for aerial surveying. This
technology allows for prompt locating and contour mapping of
oil and gas deposits as well as kimberlite pipes found at various
depths and in vast areas. The use of the technology significantly
reduces the costs of further geological surveys while increasing
their efficiency.

The company owns an innovative technology for
seismic surveys 2D, 3D, and 3C, based on pulsed
electromagnetic sources. This technology does not
involve any high-cost blasting operations and yields
high-quality research materials in the shortest
possible time under any conditions, while meeting
all the environmental standards.
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OUR BUSINESS

Services

Technologies

• Development of thermographic area map

• Ground remote sensing technology

• Locating and contour mapping of hydrocarbon deposits

• Oil and gas exploration technology

• Locating and contour mapping of kimberlitic pipes

• Kimberlitic pipes exploration technology

• Monitoring of pipe-line transport

• Technology of diagnostics of oil pipelines

• Conducting of 2D, 3D, and 3C seismic surveys

• Technology of application of pulse sources

www.drillife.com
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DRILLIFE MP
We move only forward
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OUR BUSINESS

Manufacturing of Oil and Gas Field
and Drilling Equipment
DRILLIFE MP is an innovative international company
specializing in manufacturing of oil and gas field and drilling
equipment. The factory products are widely used by oil and
gas drilling and production companies all over the world.
Oil and gas field and drilling equipment is designed and
developed by the Company’s research and development
centre, which employs cutting-edge computer technologies.
In addition to manufacturing, we also provide complete
technical support for oil and gas field and drilling
equipment, as well as comprehensive warranty and
post-warranty services. We train the personnel of other
companies in the operation of, and most efficient use, 			
of our equipment.
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OUR BUSINESS

The company manufactures the following oil and gas and drilling equipment
• shutoff and control valves

• trailer-mounted drilling units

• drilling circulation systems

• wellhead equipment

• drilling pumping units

• drill bits

• BOP equipment

• drilling manifolds

• downhole motors

• equipment for well cementing operations

• rotary tables

• drill-pipes

• VFD systems for drilling units

• drilling units

• mobile drilling units

• drilling swivels
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YOUR DRILLIFE
Our rapidly growing innovative company has already managed
to successfully complete a number of projects that made
us a well known and trustful figure in oil and gas sector of
industry. In order to share our experiences and achievments
we are ready to build mutually beneficial and long-lasting
business partnership. Therefore we would be happy to see
you as our potential business partner.
Sincerely yours,
Drillife
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